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Items

Instructions:  Please answer the following items with respect to your socioeconomic status (i.e., social class
background).  Please imagine yourself in each situation and select the number that best indicates how you
would feel.

1.  Imagine you are in class at the start of the Spring semester talking about what you did over the winter
  break.  You realize that several of the students around you come from a very different socioeconomic
  background than you do.

(A)  How concerned/anxious would you be that the other students might reject you after learning about
your socioeconomic status?

(B)  The other students would accept me after learning about my socioeconomic status.

2.  Imagine you are at Student Services to complete an information update.  As part of the update, you are
  asked for an estimate of your parents’ income.  One of your classmates is at the Student Services office and
  offers to hand your form in with his.  If you give him your form he will clearly be able to see your parents’
  income.

(A)  How concerned /anxious would you be that your classmate might reject you after seeing your
parents’ income?

(B)  My classmate would accept me after seeing my parents’ income.

3.  Imagine that your college boyfriend/girlfriend’s parents want to come and visit you at your house over the
  summer.  His/her parents are from a different socioeconomic status background than your parents.

(A)  How concerned/anxious would you be that your boyfriend/girlfriend’s parents might reject you after
seeing your parents’ home?

(B)  My boyfriend/girlfriend’s parents would accept me after seeing my parents’ home.

4.  Imagine that you and a friend have stopped at an ATM to grab cash before going to the movies.  As you
  withdraw money, you realize that your friend is standing very close to you and may be able to see your
  account balance.

(A)  How concerned/anxious would you be that your friend might reject you if he/she saw your account
balance?

(B)  My friend would accept me after he/she saw my account balance.
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5.  Imagine that you are in class having a discussion about living in different types of neighborhoods.
  Your neighborhood comes up, but no one knows you live there.

(A)  How concerned/anxious would you be that your classmates would reject you after learning which
neighborhood you’re from?

(B)  My classmates would accept me after learning which neighborhood I’m from.

6.  Imagine that you are responding to an ad for a roommate in a two-bedroom apartment.  The other person
  has asked for some more information about you, including socioeconomic status-related information.

(A)  How concerned/anxious would you be that the other person would reject you after learning your
socioeconomic status?

(B)  The person would accept me after learning about my socioeconomic status.
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